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How to stop the ESXi 6.x(host).
You can not install other software on VMware ESXi(Host).
Therefore, you shutdown the Host via the network using the UPS
equipped with the LAN interface card ※1 （Hereafter, the LAN interface
card is referred to as the LAN card.）
※１：Target products of this document are “PRLANIF011“ - “PRLANIF014”.

You can stop the Host in the following ways.
1. The LAN Card login to the Host via SSH and stop the Host.
2. Install the vMA（VMware vSphere Management Assistant）※2
on the Host, and shutdown via the vMA.
※２：The version of vMA used in this document is:
ESXi 6.0 is ｖMA 6.0.0.0 or ｖMA 6.0.0.1.
ESXi 6.5 is vMA 6.5.0.0.
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ESXi 6.x shutdown method (by SSH login)
Enable SSH on the ESXi(Host) to be able to connect from the LAN
Card.
※Refer to “Enable SSH login on ESXi(Host)” and “Set the SSH server on
ESXi(change “sshd_config”file)” of this document for setting method.

Connection via SSH from UPS and shutdown the ESXi (host).
Shutdown the guest OS by the following methods.
#1： Install the UPS Management software on each guest OS.
And Shutdown the guest OS.
#2：Run shutdown command from ESXi (host) to each guest OS.
※When power failure recovery, connect to the ESXi(Host) via SSH, exit maintenance mode,
and start the guest OS.

(Note)
・You have to install “VMware Tools” on each guest OS.
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Method（#1： Install UPS management software on each guest OS）
The guest OS install the UPS management software and shut down each
guest OS. The LAN Card connect to ESXi (host) by SSH and execute
shutdown command.
UPS management software
SANUPS SOFTWARE
②

Power supply
Guest
OS

④

LAN Interface Card：
Mount to the UPS
LAN

①

①

Guest Guest
OS
OS

ESXi
（Host）
③

①

When the Guest OS is
non-supported by
SANUPS SOFTWARE,
UPS shutdown the
guest OS by Telnet
connection or SSH
connection.

Shutdown method
①Notifies the shutdown instruction from the UPS(LAN card) to SANUPS SOFTWARE
on the guest OS.
②Shutdown the guest OS by SANUPS SOFTWARE.
③The LAN Card connect to ESXi(host) by SSH connection.
④After the shutdown completion time of each guest OS,
execute a shutdown command to the host.
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Shutdown sequence (#1: Install UPS management software on each guest OS)
Power failure

Commercial
input
UPS
output
LAN
Interface Card

Host

Recovery
impossible

UPS output off

Power failure
confirmation time

Shutdown
delaying time

UPS automatic
stopping time

If power is
recovered within
this time, the UPS
stop sequence is
exited.

Time to
execute user
command
before
shutdown.

Time from starting shutdown to the UPS output off.

SSH connection device
①

④ Start shutdown

③
Waiting until shutdown of guest OS
and vMA are complete. (Sleep time)

Execute shutdown command

②
Start shutdown

Guest
OS1

Guest
OS2

Guest
OS3

SANUPS SOFTWARE
Guest OS will be shutdown by
installing UPS management software.

Shutdown
waiting time

SANUPS SOFTWARE
Time when
to delay
shutdown

SANUPS SOFTWARE

User
command
exec. time
Time when to
exec. user
command
before
shutdown

②
Start shutdown

②
Start shutdown

Shutdown order
can be set as
one chooses.
To enter user
command is
available before
shutdown.
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Method（#2： Execute shutdown command from host to guest OS）
UPS connect to ESXi (host) by SSH connection, execute shutdown command
to the guest OS and host.

Power supply
Guest
OS

LAN Interface Card：
Mount to the UPS
LAN

Guest Guest
OS
OS

ESXi ③
（Host）

②
①

Shutdown method
①The LAN Card connect to ESXi(host) by SSH connection.
②The ESXi(host) execute shutdown command for each guest OS.
③After the shutdown completion time of each guest OS,
execute a shutdown command to the host.
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Shutdown sequence (#2: Execute shutdown command of guest OS from host)
Power failure

Recovery
impossible

Commercial
input
UPS
output
LAN
Interface Card

Host

UPS output off

Power failure
confirmation time

Shutdown
delaying time

UPS automatic
stopping time

If power is restored
within this time, the
UPS stops further
processing.

Time of
running user
command
before
shutdown.

Time from starts shutdown to off UPS output.

SSH connection device

③
Wait until shutdown of guest OS
is complete. (Sleep time)

①

②

Start shutdown

Execute shutdown command

Execute shutdown command

Guest
OS1
Guest
OS2
Guest
OS3

Guest OS will be
shutdown by host
execute shutdown
command.

②

Execute shutdown command

②

Execute shutdown command
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Enable SSH login on ESXi(Host) （using “ｖSphere Client”）
Use the “vSphere Client” to enable SSH connection of the ESXi (host) .

①

Select “Security Profile” on
“Configuration” tab, click
“Propertes” of Services.

②

After select "SSH", click “Options”.

If you want to login to console by pressing “Alt+F1”,
Click the “Properties”, select “ESXi Shell”, and start to “ESXi Shell”.

③

Select “Start and stop with
host”, click “Start” button, and
“OK” button.
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Enable SSH login on ESXi(Host) （using ESXi console）

From the ESXi console, enable SSH of ESXi(Host).
① Press “F2” key.

② Select “Troubleshooting
Options”.

③Enable “ESXi Shell” and “SSH”.
（In this figure, “ESXi Shell" and
“SSH" have been changed to
“Enabled“.）
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Set the SSH server on ESXi(change “sshd_config”file)
If you are using ESXi 6.0 Update 1 or earlier, you don’t need
the following setting.
When using ESXi 6.0 Update 2 or ESXi 6.5, you will change
“/etc/ssh/sshd_config” file on ESXi(Host) so that you connect
from UPS(LAN Card) to the Host via SSH.
① Press “Alt + F1” to move to the login screen from console of ESXi.
② Login to the SSH shell as root user. The following message is displayed.
The ESXi Shell can be disabled by an administrative user. See the
vSphere Security documentation for more information.
[root@localhost:~]

③ Modify “/etc/ssh/sshd_config” file.
Use the “vi” command and add the following line.
KexAlgorithms diffie-hellman-group1-sha1

④ Press “Alt + F2” to move to Main Menu screen.
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Register the device on the UPS(LAN Card)
Register the ESXi(Host) to the LAN card as SSH connect device.

Click the “Registration” button, and register the connect
device.

Select "WS(SSH)" from Device type, enter a IP address of
ESXi(host), and register on a LAN Card.
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Configure WS script on UPS (LAN card) （1/3）
Configure WS script of the ESXi (host) on LAN Card.

Click the “Event settings” button.
After you click the “WS Script” Check button, select ESXi
(host) from the list, and then click the “Select WS script”
button.
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Configure WS script on UPS (LAN card) （2/3）
Configure the account and password for SSH connection to ESXi (host).

Enter the root account to
login to ESXi (Host).
（Password is displayed as '*'.）

Click the “SSH settings” button.
Enter the account (root) and password for SSH connection
to ESXi (host).

ESXi 6.x use the challenge-response authentication.
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Configure WS script on UPS (LAN card) （3/3）
Configure stop command of ESXi(host).

Edit Login procedure by
SSH connection.

Edit shutdown
command of the host.

Select “Shutdown execution”,
Click “Edit of WS Script” button.
Configure the login procedure and shutdown method that
from UPS to the host.
（Refer to next page.）
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Configure script of #1（install software on guest OS）
Configure script of “Shutdown execution” that shutting down the ESXi.
Example of the Login script
<default value>
retry=1
interval=30
timeout=30
keep_time=60
wait=#

<setting value>
retry=1
interval=30
timeout=30
keep_time=60
wait=]

Example of “Shutdown execution” script
<default value>
send=shutdown -h now
sleep=60

<setting value>

Set the waiting time that until guest
OS shutdown is complete.
（example：120 sec.）

sleep=120
send=esxcli system maintenanceMode set -e true
wait=]
send=esxcli system shutdown poweroff -r UPS
wait=]
Shutdown the host.

The host enter
maintenance mode.
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Configure script of #2
（Execute the shutdown command of the guest OS from the host ）
Configure the shutdown script for the guest OS and ESXi (host) in the
“Shutdown execution” event on the LAN card.
Example of the Login script
<default value>
retry=1
interval=30
timeout=30
keep_time=60
wait=#

<setting value>
retry=1
interval=30
timeout=30
keep_time=60
wait=]
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Configure script of #2
（Execute the shutdown command of the guest OS from the host ）
Example of “Shutdown execution” script
<default value>
send=shutdown -h now
sleep=60

Shutdown the guest OS in order.
（Example：From Windows Server 2008
R2 EE to RHEL 4.0 in order）

<setting value>
send=vim-cmd vmsvc/power.shutdown `vim-cmd
vmsvc/getallvms| awk '/Windows Server 2008 R2 EE/ （※）
{print $1;}'`
wait=]
send=vim-cmd vmsvc/power.shutdown `vim-cmd
(※)
vmsvc/getallvms| awk '/RHEL 4.0/ {print $1;}'`
wait=]
send=esxcli system maintenanceMode set -e true
wait=]
send=esxcli system shutdown poweroff -r UPS
wait=]
Shutdown the host.

The host enter
maintenance mode.

（※） Single-line command

Example command for shutting down the guest OS

Set the name of guest OS.

vim-cmd vmsvc/power.shutdown `vim-cmd vmsvc/getallvms| awk '/RHEL 4.0/ {print $1;}'`
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#2: Example of setting a script to shutdown the guest OS
If there are several guest OS, create a script file for shutting down the guest
OS, save it in a saveable directory such as the data store
(/vmfs/volumes/datastore1).
The script file can also be executed.
Example of “Shutdown execution” script
<default value>
send=shutdown -h now
sleep=60

After execute script file for shutting down
the guest OS, waiting the sleep time until
guest OS shutdown complete.

<setting value>

Script file for shutting down the guest OS.

send=/vmfs/volumes/datastore1/upsctrl_stop.sh
wait=]
sleep=120
send=esxcli system maintenanceMode set -e true
wait=]
send=esxcli system shutdown poweroff -r UPS
wait=]
Shutdown the host.

The host enter
maintenance mode.

If you use the above setting, timeout value of "wait=" line is 30 sec that used in login
script. It takes time to execute the script file and if it times out before receiving the
prompt character ('['), add the required time as a timeout value before the ”wait=" line.
Example） Add following line before “wait=” line, timeout value of “wait=” is 120 sec.
timeout=120
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#2: Sample script file to shutdown the guest OS
The following is a example of script file. After getting status of guest OS from
host, shutdown the running guest OS.
#!/bin/sh
for VMID in $(vim-cmd vmsvc/getallvms |awk '/^[0-9]/ {print $1}');
do
isalive=$(vim-cmd vmsvc/power.getstate ${VMID})
val=$(echo $isalive | sed -e "s/Retrieved runtime info Powered //")
if [ $val = "on" ]; then
$(vim-cmd vmsvc/power.shutdown ${VMID})
fi
done

<Description of used commands>
・vim-cmd vmsvc/getallvms
・vim-cmd vmsvc/power.getstate
・vim-cmd vmsvc/power.shutdown

Get list of the guest OS.
Get startup state of the guest OS.
Shut down a guest OS.
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Install UPS management software on guest OS
You can shutdown the guest OS by installing SANUPS SOFTWARE
3.0.0 on the guest OS.
<Advantages>
・When a few guest OS are used, you can set the delay time of starting shutdown for each
guest OS.
・Scripts or commands can be executed on each guest OS before the shutdown operation.

The following guest OS is supported by ESXi. （Only installable OS）
 SANUPS SOFTWARE 3.0.0 for Windows
・Windows XP(x86/x64)，Vista(x86/x64)，
7(x86/x64)，8/8.1(x86/x64)，10(x86/x64)
・Windows Server 2003/2003 R2(x86/x64)
・Windows Server 2008/2008 R2(x86/x64)
・Windows Server 2012/2012 R2(x64)
 SANUPS SOFTWARE 3.0.0 for Linux
・Red Hat Enterprise Linux 3/4/5/6/7 (x86/x64)
・SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 9/10/11/12 (x86/x64)
・MIRACLE LINUX Asianux Server 3/4 (x86/x64)
 SANUPS SOFTWARE 3.0.0 for UNIX
・Solaris 10/11(x86/x64)
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Automatic startup after power failure recovery
Make SSH connection to ESXi(host) then execute shutdown command, host
enter maintenance mode and stop. When recovery of power failure, make SSH
connection to ESXi(host) and exit maintenance mode, then start guest OS.
Power supply
Guest
OS

LAN Interface Card：
Mount to the UPS
LAN

Guest Guest
OS
OS

ESXi ②
（Host）

③
①

Start method
After power failure recovery, UPS Output turn on.
①Make SSH connection from UPS(LAN Interface Card) to ESXi(host).
②Execute command to exit maintenance mode to ESXi(host).
③Start guest OS in order from ESXi(host).
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When power failure recovery, set script to automatically start guest OS
Configure script of “Output ON” or “Output circuit on” event.
（“Output ON” for the UPS without power distribution control,
“Output circuit on” for the UPS with power distribution control. ）
Example of script
<default value>
send=shutdown -h now
sleep=60

Startup the guest OS in order.
（ Example：From Windows Server
2008 R2 EE to RHEL 4.0 in order ）

Enter the time from UPS Output turn
ON to ESXi startup.
After this time, connect with SSH.

<setting value>
Exit maintenance mode on ESXi(host)

delay=120
send=vim-cmd hostsvc/maintenance_mode_exit
wait=]
send=vim-cmd vmsvc/power.on `vim-cmd
vmsvc/getallvms| awk '/Windows Server 2008 R2 EE/ （※）
{print $1;}'`
wait=]
send=vim-cmd vmsvc/power.on `vim-cmd
vmsvc/getallvms| awk '/RHEL 4.0/ {print $1;}'` （※）
wait=]

Example of command that starting guest OS.

（※） Single-line command
Set the name of guest OS.

vim-cmd vmsvc/power.on `vim-cmd vmsvc/getallvms| awk '/RHEL 4.0/ {print $1;}'`

※If you want to make script file for starting guest OS, please refer to script file that
shutdown the guest OS.
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Automatic startup sequence after power failure recovery
Commercial
input

Power failure recovery
UPS output on

UPS
output
LAN
Interface Card

After UPS output ON, make SSH connection
Enter command to exit the maintenance mode
after specified time is passed.
①

Host

Guest
OS3

Under shutdown of ESXi(host), exit the maintenance
mode so ESXi will be normal mode.

SSH connection device

③

Guest
OS1
Guest
OS2

②

Guest OS will be
started by enter
starting command
from host.

Execute starting command

③

Execute starting command

③

Execute starting command
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Shutdown method via the vMA

※If you are used #1 or #2, the following explanation is not necessary.

<Advance preparation>
Installing a VMware vSphere Management Assistant(vMA) on host.
（The version of vMA used in this document is:
ESXi 6.0 is ｖMA 6.0.0.0 or ｖMA 6.0.0.1.
ESXi 6.5 is vMA 6.5.0.0.）
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Shutdown method by vMA on ESXi 6.x
Install the “VMware vSphere Management Assistant”(vMA) on ESXi,
change “/etc/ssh/sshd_config” file on vMA.
Connect from LAN Card to vMA by SSH, set shutdown for vMA.

Connecting vMA with SSH connection, you can shutdown in the following way.

#3：Guest OS is shut down by using “Virtual Machine Startup/Shutdown”
feature.
#4：Set the script to vMA, shutting down the guest OS and host .
※When power failure recovery, guest OS starts up using “Virtual Machine Startup/Shutdown”
feature.

（Note: when using vMA）
・ When shutting down the host from vMA, it can not be used on VMwareHA.
・If you want to shutdown to VMware ESXi, you need a paid edition of VMware ESXi.
・You have to install “VMware Tools” on each guest OS.
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Method（#３： Execute command to shut down host from vMA）
Make SSH connection to vMA and execute shutdown host
command. Guest OS and ｖMA will be shutdown by host using
“Virtual Machine Startup/Shutdown” feature.
Power supply
Guest
OS

LAN Interface Card：
Mounted in the UPS
LAN

③

Guest
OS

vMA

②

ESXi
④ （Host）

Guest OS can also
be shutdown by
installing UPS
management
software.

①

Shutdown method
①Make SSH connection from UPS(LAN Interface Card) to vMA.
②Execute shutdown command for host from vMA.
③ Before host shutdown, guest OS and vMA will shutdown by host using
“Virtual Machine Startup/Shutdown” feature.
④ After guest OS and vMA shutdown completed, host begin shutdown.
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Method（#４： Execute script on vMA）
Make SSH connection to vMA and execute script that shutdown
host and guest OS. ｖMA will be shutdown by host using “Virtual
Machine Startup/Shutdown” feature.
②
Power supply
Guest
OS

LAN Interface Card：
Mounted in the UPS
LAN

Guest
OS

ESXi
（Host） ⑤

vMA

③
④

①

Shutdown method
①Make SSH connection from UPS(LAN Interface Card) to vMA.
②Execute script from vMA then shutdown guest OS.
③After shutdown of guest OS is complete by script of vMA, shutdown host.
④ Before host shutdown, vMA will shutdown by host using
“Virtual Machine Startup/Shutdown” feature.
⑤ After guest OS and vMA shutdown completed, host begin shutdown.
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Set the SSH server on vMA (change “sshd_config”file)
You will change “/etc/ssh/sshd_config” file on ESXi(Host) so that you
connect from UPS(LAN Card) to the vMA via SSH.
① Login to the vMA.
② Modify the “/etc/ssh/sshd_config” file.
Edit the file with “sudo vi” and change the following part.
Ciphers aes256-ctr,aes128-ctr,aes128-cbc ← Add “,aes128-cbc” to this line.

※1

※１：Add the encryption method supported by the LAN card to “Ciphers”(SSH 2 encryption method).

If you installed ｖMA6.0.0.1, you also make the following changes.
KexAlgorithms ecdh-sha2-nistp256,ecdh-sha2-nistp384,ecdh-sha2-nistp521,
diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha256,diffie-hellman-group1-sha1
← Add this line※2
※２：Change the setting so that “diffie-hellman-group-exchange-sha1” is not used.

③ Restart the “sshd” by using the following command.
sudo service sshd restart

Add the line of
“KexAlgorithms”.
（Single-line string）

<Other setting>
・ Register the IP address of ESXi to vMA.
（sudo vifp addserver <IP address of ESXi>）
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Register the device on the UPS(LAN Card)
Register the vMA to the LAN card as SSH connect device.

Click the “Registration” button, and register the vMA.

Select "WS(SSH)" from Device type, enter a IP address of
a vMA, and register on a LAN Card.
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Configure WS script on UPS (LAN card) （1/3）
Configure “WS Script” for the vMA.

Click the “Event settings” button.
After you click the “WS Script” Check button, select a
vMA from the list, and then click the “Select WS script”
button.
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Configure WS script on UPS (LAN card) （2/3）
Configure the account and password for SSH connection to vMA.

Enter the vi-admin account
to login to vMA.
（Password is displayed as '*'.）

Click the “SSH settings” button.
Enter the account (vi-admin) and password for SSH
connection to the vMA.
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Configure WS script on UPS (LAN card) （3/3）
Configure stop command of ESXi(host).

Edit Login procedure by
SSH connection.

Edit shutdown
command of the host.

Select “Shutdown execution”,
Click “Edit of WS Script” button.
Configure the login procedure and shutdown method that
from UPS to the host.
（Refer to next page.）
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Configure script of #3
(Execute command to shut down host from vMA）
Set the command to shutting down the host from vMA with using “Shutdown
execution” event.
Example of the Login script
<default value>
retry=1
interval=30
timeout=30
keep_time=60
wait=#

<setting value>
retry=1
interval=30
timeout=30
keep_time=60
wait=>

Change prompt characters

Example of “Shutdown execution” script
<default value>
send=shutdown -h now
sleep=60

<setting value>
send=vicfg-hostops --server 172.30.3.14 --username
root --password sanyodenki --operation shutdown -force
sleep=10
Shutdown the host.
Single-line
command

Command for host shutdown
send= vicfg-hostops --server IP address of host --username user name --password
password --operation shutdown --force
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Configure script of #4（Execute script on vMA）
Set the command to shutting down the host from vMA with using “Shutdown
execution” event.
Example of the Login script
<default value>

<setting value>

retry=1
interval=30
timeout=30
keep_time=60
wait=#

retry=1
interval=30
timeout=30
keep_time=60
wait=>

Change prompt characters

Example of “Shutdown execution” script
<default value>

<setting value>

send=shutdown -h now
sleep=60

Initializes the
fastpass target.

（Note）
It takes time to execute the script file
and if it times out before receiving the
prompt character ('>'), set the required
time to the ”timeout=" line.

Change timeout value of "wait =" line.(Note）

timeout=180
send=vifptarget -s 172.30.3.14
Script for shutting down the
wait=>
guest OS
send=/home/vi-admin/upsShutdown.pl
wait=>
Time to wait for guest OS shutdown.
sleep=30
send=vicfg-hostops --server 172.30.3.14 --username
root --password sanyodenki --operation shutdown -force
sleep=10
Shutdown the host.
Single-line
command
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#4: Sample script file to shutdown the guest OS
The following is a example of script file. After getting status of guest OS from
host, shutdown the running guest OS.
#! /usr/bin/perl –w
$vmwarecmd ="/usr/bin/vmware-cmd";
$vma_name ="vSphere Management Assistant (vMA)";
@VMID = `$vmwarecmd -l | grep -v "$vma_name"`;
chomp(@VMID);
foreach $VM (@VMID) {
$isalive = `$vmwarecmd "$VM" getstate`;
chomp($isalive);
if ($isalive =~/= on/) {
$val = `$vmwarecmd "$VM" stop soft`;
}
}
<Description of used commands>
・vmware-cmd -l
・vmware-cmd “$VM” getstat
・vmware-cmd “$VM” stop soft

Get list of the guest OS.
Get startup state of the guest OS.
Shut down a guest OS.
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Shutdown sequence (#3: Execute the command for shutting down the host from vMA)
Power failure
Commercial
input

Status:Irreversible

UPS output off

UPS
output
LAN
Interface Card

Power failure
confirmation time

Shutdown
delaying time

If power is
recovered within
this time, the UPS
stop sequence is
exited.

Time to
execute user
command
before
shutdown.

UPS automatic stopping time
Time from starting shutdown to the UPS output off.

Start shutdown
Waiting until shutdown of guest OS
and vMA are complete.

Host
①

vMA

Guest
OS1

Guest
OS2

SSH connection
device

Execute the
command for
shutting down
the host.

②

③

④

③
Start shutdown (By the shutdown function of the host)

Start shutdown (By the shutdown
function of the host)

③
Start shutdown (By the shutdown
function of the host)

Guest OS and the vMA will
be automatically startup and
shutdown by the “Virtual
Machine Startup/Shutdown”
function on the ESXi.
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Shutdown sequence (#4: Execute the script from vMA)
Power failure
Commercial
input

Status:Irreversible

UPS output off

UPS
output
LAN
Interface Card

Power failure
confirmation time

Shutdown
delaying time

UPS automatic
stopping time

If power is
recovered within
this time, the UPS
stop sequence is
exited.

Time to
execute user
command
before
shutdown.

Time from starting shutdown to the UPS output off.

Start shutdown
③

⑤

Waiting until shutdown of a vMA are complete.

Host
①

vMA

Guest
OS1

SSH connection
device

②
Execute script

④
Start shutdown (By the shutdown function of the host)

Execute the
command for
shutting down
the host and
guest OS.

②
Start shutdown

②
Start shutdown

Shutdown order is in
control by executing
script on a vMA.

Guest OS and the
vMA will be
automatically startup
by the “Virtual
Machine
Startup/Shutdown”
function on the ESXi.

Guest
OS2
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Using “Startup/Shutdown with host” feature on ESXi

Using the “vSphere Client”, you can set shutdown for guest OS by
using “Shutdown with host” feature.
（default is disabled）
Click “Properties” of “Virtual Machine
Startup/Shutdown” on “Configures” tab, setup
“Startup/Shutdown with host” feature.
・You can move the guest OS to
“Automatic startup”. Guest OS is
shutdown by host. （After guest OS
shutdown, begin to shutdown host.）

Click “Edit”
button.
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